175 ZB OF DATA WILL BE CREATED BY 20251
Extracting business value from data requires an enormous amount of compute power,
technology, and integration. HPE is creating sustainable IT solutions that meet the
technology demands of the future.
We enable our customers to unlock their data to solve society’s toughest challenges and
improve lives at scale.

W E A C T E D A C R O S S O U R VA L U E C H A I N I N 2 0 1 9 :
OUR CUSTOMERS
We are developing transformative solutions that enable customers to achieve more with less.

Nearly 4M assets
returned to our
Technology Renewal
Centers, 88% given

a new life

Announced transition to

as-a-service
company by
2022

Invested $1˜8B
in research and
development

$10M in
energy
costs saved

Sustainability-related
customer engagements
contributed to

by a single customer as
a result of
HPE Pointnext
Services

~ $585M in net
revenue

OUR COMPANY
Our people are our greatest asset. By harnessing the potential of our technologies and our employees, we can be a force for good.

HPE now provides six months

$21M donated

of paid parental leave

to our communities

after birth or adoption of a child

54% of Board identifies with one

1M hours volunteered

or more diverse group,
one of the most diverse in the
industry

by HPE employees since 2016

OUR SUPPLIERS
We remain a trusted partner by upholding the highest standards across our supply chain.

Guided 51% of our suppliers
on how to set their own science-based
climate targets

133K+ workers touched by
our supply chain audit assurance
and improvement program

~$1B spent with small enterprises
and women-, minority-, and
veteran-owned businesses in the U.S.

LOW°CARBON ECONOMY
Our environmental strategy guides our business decisions to ensure we maintain resilient operations while minimizing our impact on our planet.

E˜icient IT products and
services represented nearly

$7˜7B in revenue

47% reduction in

carbon footprint from our
operations since 2016

Announced a

new transportation
logistics target

On track to meeting
2025 climate goals

“HPE is at the center of unlocking the potential of data, helping our customers
develop the solutions that grow their businesses and take society a step closer
to a sustainable future.”
– Antonio Neri, CEO

Dow Jones Sustainability World Index (DJSI):
eight consecutive years; sector leader in 2019

CDP Climate A List: seven consecutive years

AWARDS AND
RECOGNITIONS

Ethisphere’s World’s Most Ethical Companies two years running

100% score on the Human Rights Campaign’s Corporate
Equality Index: 17th time in 2020
EcoVadis Gold level recognition; top 1% of global supply chains

HOW WE REPORT
Our best-in-class environmental, social, and governance (ESG) reporting ensures accountability, aligning with prominent standards and
frameworks such as GRI, SASB, TCFD, and the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
The 2019 Living Progress Report does not contain information about the company’s approach to the global COVID-19 pandemic,
which will be reported in 2020. Learn more about our COVID-19 response.

Read the complete HPE Living Progress Report at hpe.com/info/report
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Follow us
on Twitter
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